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Abstract. Let si be a C "-algebra, let & be its enveloping von Neumann algebra,
and let 2£ be the center of <#. Let M~ be the set of all a-weakly continuous á'-module
homomorphisms of the á'-module M into 2£ and let s/~ be the set of all restrictions
to si of elements of .S9~. Then sé is classified as CCR, GCR, and NGCR in terms of
certain naturally occurring topologies on si~.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is the presentation of a set of
operators on a C*-algebra that generalizes, to a certain degree, the notion of the
dual of the algebra. However, instead of making an abstract study of this set of
operators at this time, we characterize CCR, GCR, and NGCR algebras in terms
of the topology of this set. The motivation for the generalization is our belief that
the dual is too small to characterize intrinsically the different types of algebras. As
evidence, we cite the result of J. Glimm [6, Theorem 6]: If si is a C*-algebra, then
the set {af |/is a pure state of si, O^a^l}
is w*-compact if, and only if, si is
CCR, si has a Hausdorff structure space, and si modulo the closure of the ideal
of elements with continuous trace is commutative ; and the result of J. Tomiyama
and M. Takesaki [26]: The pure state space of si is equal to the state space of ,si
if, and only if, si is NGCR and the ideal (0) is prime. In both these examples it
appears that the dual is not strong enough to handle the centers of the represented
algebras. Now, if si is a C*-algebra, let 38 be the enveloping von Neumann
algebra of si. The algebra 38 is a module over its center 2£. The set 88„ of all
a-weakly module homomorphisms of 38 into 2£ is a normed J^-module and the
set of all continuous module homomorphisms of 38'„ into S is identified with 38.
By analogy, the set si ~ of restriction to si of the elements of 38„ will be our
generalized dual. We characterize CCR, GCR, and NGCR algebras in terms of
the compactness of the unit sphere of si ~ and in terms of the size of the closure
of the set of extreme points of the positive elements in the unit sphere of si ~ in
various naturally occurring topologies. One of these might be considered as a
generalization of Glimm's theorem. We use one of the characterizations to locate
a CCR algebra in its enveloping von Neumann algebra.
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We hope that this application will make a more abstract study of sé~ acceptable
to the mathematical public. Perhaps a generalization of the theorems of Tomiyama

and Takesaki [26] will be obtained.
2. Weakly dense subalgebras. We first present some needed lemmas concerning
weakly dense *-subalgebras of a von Neumann algebra.
Proposition
1. Let 38 be a von Neumann algebra and let sé be a weakly dense
uniformly closed *-subalgebra of 38. Suppose that every continuous linear functional
on sé has an extension to a o-weakly continuous functional of 33. If cpis a continuous
linear function of .sé into the center S of 38, then there is a unique o-weakly continuous
linear function c/>of 38 into 2£ whose restriction to sé is cp.

Proof. Since sé is a-weakly dense in 33, the existence of if>implies its uniqueness.
We now show cuexists. For each x and y in the Hubert space TTof 3d, letfXtV be the
unique cr-weakly continuous extension of wXtV■cpto 39. Here wxy(A) = (Ax, y). From
the Kaplansky density theorem we obtain that fXtVis an isometric extension. For
fixed A in 38 we have that <x, )'}A=fx,y(A) is a bilinear form on TT.It satisfies

Kx.yX.fsM MilWillyII;
hence, there is a bounded linear operator >/j(A)on H such that (</j(A)x,y) = <x, y}A
for every x and y in TT.We have that A -> (tp(A)x, y) is linear for each fixed x and
y and so ^ is a bounded linear operator of 3$ into the algebra of all bounded linear
operators on TT. For each B in the commutant of 3£ and each x and y we have
that wBx¡y-cp= wXiB.y-cpand, therefore,

(<p(A)Bx,
y) =fBx,M) =fx.B-y(A)= (Bt(A)x,y).
This proves that B>/i(A)= i/j(A)B and that ifi(A) is in 2£. Because wx>ytp=fxy is
cr-weakly continuous on 3$ for each x and y in TT, we have that i4 is a-weakly
continuous on 3¡. Q.E.D.
The next lemma indicates the circumstances under which Proposition 1 will be
used.
Lemma 2. Let 33 be a von Neumann algebra and let sé be a weakly dense uniformly
closed *-subalgebra of 3d. Suppose every continuous linear functional of sé has an
extension to a o-weakly continuous functional on 38. If I is a uniformly closed twosided ideal in sé whose weak closure is equal to 38P, where P is a central projection
of 33, then every continuous linear functional on I (resp. sé (I —P)) has an extension
to a o-weakly continuous functional on 38P (resp. 33(1 —P)).

Proof. If/is a continuous linear functional on I, then/has
an extension to a
continuous linear functional on sé which, in turn, has an extension to a cr-weakly
continuous linear functional g on 38. The restriction of g to 38P is the desired
extension of/
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If/is a continuous linear functional on si(\ —P), then g(A)=f(A(l —P)) (A e si)
defines a continuous linear functional on si. There is a a-weakly continuous functional n on á? whose restriction to si coincides with g. We have that h(A) = 0 for
every A g 7and, therefore, h(A) = 0 for every A e 38P. This means that/(/4(l —7*))
=g(A) = h(A) = h(A(l —P)) for every A in si. Therefore, the functional n restricted to
38(\—P) is the desired <x-weakly continuous extension of/to
38(\ —P). Q.E.D.
The following, essentially due to M. Tomita [27, Theorem 6], is an approxima-

tion lemma (cf. also [21]).
Lemma 3. Let 38 be a type I von Neumann algebra and let si be a weakly dense
uniformly closed *-subalgebra of 3d. Let Eu E2,..., En be abelian projections in 38
and let B be an element (resp. hermitian element) in 38. Then there exists a net
{P¡ | i e D} of central projections of'á? anda corresponding net {A¡ \ ie D} of elements
(resp. hermitian elements) in si such that {P¡} converges strongly to 1 and such that

AtEjPi = BEjPi for all j= 1, 2,...,

n and all i e D. Furthermore, the net {A¡}may be

chosen so that {\\Ai\\} is bounded by 8zn1,2||7?|| where m is some number such that
lub {Tii, E3,. .., En} can be written as the sum of m mutually orthogonal abelian
projections (cf. [11, proof of Theorem 4.3] and [9, Theorem 2.1]).

Let 38 he a type I von Neumann algebra with center 2£ and let 7a be the closed twosided ideal in 38 which is generated by the abelian projections of 38 [15]. If A el£,
then there is a monotonely decreasing sequence {An} in 5+ and a sequence of
mutually orthogonal abelian projections {En} such that

(1) closure{£GZ| AQ(l)*0} = {leZ\

P~(t)=\},

where Z is the spectrum of 3Í, B~ is the Gelfand transform of B in 3£, and Pn is the
central support of En;
(2) limnAn=0; and

(3) A = 2AnEn.
The sum 2 AnEn is called a spectral resolution or decomposition for A [9, §2].
Let 38 be any von Neumann algebra and let 2t be the spectrum of the center of 38.
For each £ e Z, let [£] be the smallest closed two-sided ideal in 38 which contains £.
We write the image of A e 88 under the canonical homomorphism of 88 into 88(C)
= 88/[t,] by Ait). The map t, -> \\A(t)\\ is continuous on Z for each fixed A e 88 [5,

Lemma 10].
The following extension of Lemma 3 is needed.
Lemma 4. Let 88 be a type I von Neumann algebra and let si be a weakly dense
uniformly closed *-subalgebra of 88 that is contained in the ideal Ia generated by the
abelian projections of 88. Then for any sequence {Cn} of elements ofIa, there exists a
net {P¡} of central projections of ¿%such that {P¡} converges strongly to 1 and CnP¡
e si Pi for every n and i.

Proof. Let 2£ be the center of 88. Due to the existence of the spectral decomposition for elements of 7a+, it is sufficient to show that, given an element C in 2£+,
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an abelian projection Ein 38, a finite set {x¡}of unit vectors in the Hubert space of
38, and e > 0, then there exists a projection P e ¡2 such that ||(1 —P)xt¡| < s for every
x¡ and CEP e séP. Indeed, by induction we can find a projection P' in 3£ with
BkEkP' e séP' for every BkEk that appears as a summand in the spectral resolution
of Cn+C* or i(Cn-C*)
(n=l,2,...)
and with ||(1 -F')x,|| <e for every x¡.
Because séP' is uniformly closed and the partial sums of the spectral decomposition
converge uniformly, we have CnP' e séP' (n= 1, 2,...) as desired.
Let {Qt} be a maximal set of mutually orthogonal nonzero projections in 3£
such that for each Qt there is an Atesé + with A^Q^O whenever Q¡ does not lie
in the maximal ideal £ in the spectrum Z of 3£. We have that 1=2 0¡ ! otherwise,
we have ¿/(l -2 ß0 = 0 since /í(£)#0 for some £ which does not contain 1 —2 0¡
implies ,4(£')#0 for every £' in an open and closed neighborhood of £ and so {Qt}
would not be maximal. Now there is a finite subset of {Q¡} with sum Q such that
||(1 —Q)x¡\\ <e/2 for every x¡. If A is the sum of the At's corresponding to this
finite subset, then we have /!(£)# 0 for every £ not containing Q. Let A have the
spectral resolution ,4 = 2 5fF(; then |Fi(£)| = \\A((,)\\¥=0 for every £ which does not
contain Q. Therefore, there is a 8>0 such that BiQ^8Q. Let/be the continuous
real-valued function on [0, co) given by/(a) = 0 if a e [0, 8/2],/(a) = a if a e [S, oo)
and/(a) linear on [8/2, 8]. Let p be a polynomial with /?(0) = 0 and \p(a)-f(a)\
Up
for everyae[0,
||/4||+8]. There is an mQ such that \\Bm\\^8/2 whenever m^m0.

We have that

|]>>(F,)F | 1 á'fiS m}-2{p(Bi)Fi | 1 £ * ¿ m0}||

whenever m>m0. Since />(/!) = lim 2 {K^OF I 1 á/£»»},

|/(^)-2i/(A)F;

we have that

[ 1 ¿i^rn}|

^ ||/(^)-^)|| +lp(A)-2{p(Bi)Fi| l-**.fi m}||

+12{(pw-mm \i£i¿m}¡.$,3p
whenever

m^m0.

Since m0 is independent

of /j and p, we have that /(/I)

= 2{/C80F I 1 âi'^WoJ.Note that/(F1)g = 51ôand, therefore, there isa Ci e J° +
with CiBiQ=Q.
Because the central support of Fj majorizes Q (by the definition
of the spectral resolution), there is a partial isometry Vin 38 such that VV* = EQ

and V*V^FiQ [2, III, 3, Lemma 1]. By Lemma 3 there is a Uesé and a projection Pe&Q such that ||(g-F)x,|| <e/2 for all x, and Uf(A)P=Cx,2VCJ(A)P.
Therefore, the element CEP is in séP and ||(1 —F)xt|| <e for every x¡.

Q.E.D.

2. A generalization of the dual space. Let 3P be the set of all continuous positive
functionals on a C*-algebra sé. For each fe3P let L(f) be the left ideal L(f)
= {Aesé \f(A*A) = 0} and let TT(/) be the Hubert space obtained by completing
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B-L(fy=f(B*A).

Let Ttf be the representation of si on 77(/) which extends left multiplication on
si—L(f). Let 7T0denote the representation tt0 = 2 ©{"7 |/e^}
on the Hubert
space 77o= 20{/7(/)
|/g^}.
The representation tt0 is faithful and the weak
closure 38 of ir0(si) in H0 is the von Neumann algebra generated by rr0(si) in 770.
The algebra 3$ is called the enveloping von Neumann algebra of si and H0 is called
the canonical Hubert space of á?. We identify si with its image rr0(si) in 88. The
algebra 88 possesses the following universal property: If rr is a representation of
si on a Hubert space 77, then there is a unique normal representation rr' of a? on
77 such that rr'(A) = ir(A) for every A in si and tt^J1) is the weak closure of rr(si)
on 77. If 77is irreducible, then there is a minimal projection E' in the commutator
of 88 on 770 and an isometric isomorphism U of E'(H0) onto 7/ such that UAx =

tt(A)Ux for every xeE'(H0).

We shall always identify E'(H0) with 7/ (cf. [3,

12.1.5]).
Let 38 he a von Neumann algebra and let si he a weakly dense uniformly closed
*-subalgebra of 88. In particular let 88 be the enveloping von Neumann algebra of
si. Let 2£ he the center of ^ and let 88„ (resp. 88~) be the space of a-weakly continuous (resp. continuous) .^-module homomorphisms of 88 into 2£ (cf. [9], [10],
and [11]). We call the elements of 88^ (resp. 88~) a-weakly continuous (resp.
continuous) functionals of the module 88. Let R = R(88„,si) be the set of all
restrictions to si of elements in 88',,. If 88 is the enveloping algebra of si, we denote
7? by si~. Since each functional in 38'„ is uniquely determined by its restriction to
si, no notational distinction will be made between an element in 88„ and its
restriction to si. Notice that 7? is a ^-module under pointwise operations and that
the operator bound

lubillrf/OIIMe^MH Ú 1}
for cpin R is equal to the operator bound

iub{||<p(/f)||MGá?,
Mil ^ 1}
for cpin 88„ by the Kaplansky density theorem [13]. If A'is a subspace of 88~ and
Y is a subspace of á?, then the topology on X given by pointwise convergence on
Y where 2£ is taken with its uniform (resp. a-weak) topology will be called the
au(X, T)-topology

(resp. ow(X, y)-topology)

on X.

Let Sf(88~) denote the positive elements in 38~ of norm not exceeding one.
Here <pg 38~ is positive if and only if cp(A)^0 for every A e 88 +. The set if(88~) is
a convex set. Also £f(88~) is .^-convex in the sense that Acp+ (\ —A)<p'e ¿f(&~)
whenever 99 and cp' are in £f(88~) and A e 2£ with 0^/i^l.
The functional

cpeif(88~) is said to be JT-irreducible if given ipeSf(88~) with cp->/>e £f(@~),
then there is a Cef+
with C<p= </>.Also cp is said to be a .^-extreme point of
y(88~) if cp and cp"in £f(38~), A in 2£+ with 0<A < 1 (i.e. the spectrum of A is
contained in the open interval (0, 1)), and Acp'+ (\ —A)cp"= cp imply cp'= <p"= cp.
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The same terminology is employed if 88~ is replaced by either 38„ or R and if
6f(88~) is replaced by either £f(88„) or £f(R) respectively. The functional
cpe 6f(88„) is a ^-extreme point (resp. iT-irreducible) in Sf(88S) if and only if cp
considered as an element of £r°(88~) is a J^-extreme point (resp. ^-irreducible) in

8f(88~). Indeed, if <pe 8f(88^), </-g 8f(88~) and cp-cbe £f(88~), then </<
g ^(88S).
Also cp is a ^-extreme point of £f(88~) if and only if cpis J^-irreducible and <p(\)
is a projection [10, Theorem 8]. But given cpe y(38~) (resp. £r°(88„)), there is a
¡/-g £>c(38~)(resp. Sf(88„)) and aC'\n3£ + such that </>(l)is a projection and C<j>
= cp.
Now a result of E. Stornier [24, Proposition 3.2] states that an extreme point of
£f(88~) is ^-irreducible. Therefore, an extreme point of £f(88~) is equal to the

product of a ^-extreme point of £f(88~) and an element of 8£ +.
Let cphe any ^-irreducible functional in £f(88„)■ There is an element A0 in the
ideal 7a+of the commutant S" of 2£ with a spectral resolution A0 = ^ A¡Ei in 2£'
so that

{2m.ii s/à»}},
is bounded such that <p(/l)= 2 AiTEi(A) for every ,4 in â?. If/3 is the central support
of abelian projection E e &'', then rE(A) is the unique element B in ^7> with

BE=EAE [9, §4] and [10, Theorem 2]. But the relation cP(A)^A1tEi(A) for every
,4 e38+ implies the existence of Be ¡£+ with Bcp= A1rEl. For every central projection P with PB=0 we have that A1E1P=0 and so by definition of the spectral
resolution AoP=0 and Pq> = 0. Thus there is a Ce J° + with CtEi=<p. Therefore
we have a specific form for áT-irreducible elements of 8^(88^) and for extreme

points of STÍ88S).
A positive functional on a C*-algebra si with identity is said to be abelian if the
commutant -n(si)' of the image of si under the canonicalr epresentation 7r induced
by / is an abelian algebra. These functionals were studied by M. Tomita for
separable algebras. In order that a positive functional / on a C*-algebra si he
abelian, a necessary and sufficient condition is that, for every positive functional
g on si with g ¡g/, there is a positive element C in the center of si such that g(A)
=f(CA) for every A in si [8, Lemma 2.2]. Now let si he a von Neumann algebra
on the Hubert space 77 and let/be a normal functional on si; then in order that
/ be abelian, a necessary and sufficient condition is that there exist a vector x in
77 such that /= wx and such that the projection in si corresponding to the closure
of the linear manifold {A'x \ A' in si'} generated by the commutant si' of si is an
abelian projection in si [8, Theorem 2.3].
We prove the following proposition about ^-extreme points for 8/'(88J) when
88 is continuous.
Proposition 5. If 88 is a continuous von Neumann algebra, then the set of positive
elements £f = £f(88„) in the unit sphere of 88„ contains no 2£-extreme points save 0.
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Proof. We argue by contradiction. Let <pbe a nonzero .^-extreme point of SP.
There is a unit vector x in the Hubert space of 38 such that cp(l)x = x since cp(\) is
a projection. Let/be a positive functional on 33 such that/á wx■cp.Then there is
a vector y and a positive functional </>in 33„ such that wy-\h=f and \\>(V)y=y
[10, Theorem 1]. Since wy^wx on the center 2£ of 33, there is an element C in

■áT+with wy-cb—wx-C4>(Radon-Nikodym theorem). Thus PCfrfiPcp where F is
the support of wx restricted to 3?. This means that there is D in J?+ such that
/= wx ■Dcp. Therefore, the functional wx ■cpis a nonzero normal abelian functional
on 38. By the remarks preceding this proposition, we see that 38 contains a nonzero
abelian projection. This is impossible since J1 is a continuous algebra. Therefore £f
contains no nonzero extreme points. Q.E.D.
We are now ready to state the main theorem.

Theorem 6. Let sé be a C*-algebra and let 38 be the enveloping von Neumann
algebra of sé. Let 2£ be the center of 38. The following are equivalent:

(al) sé is CCR;
(a2) if ib e 38 ~, then there is a unique cpe38„ such that i/i(A) = cp(A) for every

A ese;
(a3) the unit sphere of sé~ is compact in the ow(sé~, sé)-topology;
(a4) if{cpn} is a net of 3t'-irreducible functionals in Sf(38S) such that {<pn(A)}converges in the uniform topology for every A in sé, then there is a 2t'-irreducible functional <pin ¡f(38J) such that cp(A)= lim cpn(A)for every A ese; and
(a5) if{cpn} is a net of 2t'-extreme points of 9'(sé~) such that {<pn(A)}converges
uniformly for each A in sé, then there is a 3?-irreducible functional cpin ■9p(sé~) such
that {cpn}converges in the ou(sé~, sé)-topology to cp.

Remark. It is the equivalence of (al) and (a5) that we consider to be the
generalization of Glimm's theorem quoted in the introduction.

The method of proof will be (al) =>(a2) =>(a3) =>(al) and (a3) =» (a4) =>
(a5) => (al). This scheme is used because our proof of (a3) => (a4) requires the
hypothesis that sé is CCR. Note (a4) implies (a5) is obvious.
Proof of (al) implies (a2). If <pe33~, then the restriction cp of <pto sé can be
extended uniquely to a cr-weakly continuous linear function cpto 38 to 2£ (Proposition 1). The main difficulty lies in proving that cp is a module homomorphism.
In order to prove ça is a module homomorphism, we have divided the proof into
two parts : in the first we study the restrictions to a special ideal of sé of the linear
maps of sé into the center of a von Neumann algebra which is more general than
the enveloping algebra of sé. We show that the unique extensions of these restrictions to cr-weakly continuous functions into the center are actually module homomorphisms on the weak closure of the ideal. In the second part of the proof we
construct a composition series for sé so that for the first part of the proof can be
applied to each succeeding term in the series.
Let us assume until further notice that sé is a weakly dense uniformly closed
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*-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra 88 with center 2£\ also let us assume that
si is a CCR algebra and that every continuous linear functional on si has a
(necessarily unique) extension to a a-weakly continuous functional on 88. Note that
88 is a type I algebra. Let </>
be an element in the unit sphere of 88~ and let <pbe the
restriction of i/i to si. Then cp is a continuous linear function of si into 8£ and
therefore <phas a unique extension to a a-weakly continuous function of á? into
2£ (Proposition 1). We again call this extension cp. We now construct an ideal of
si on whose weak closure <pwill be a module homomorphism.
Now si contains a nonzero closed two-sided ideal 7 so that there exists a nonzero
A in 7+ such that the range of -n(A) has dimension not greater than one for every
irreducible representation 7r of 7 [1] and [4]. This means that for each B and C in 7
the element ABA2CA —ACA2BA is in the intersection of the kernels of the irreducible representations of 7. Since this intersection is 0, we find that ABA2CA —
ACA2BA vanishes for every B and C in 7; and, therefore, working with the
approximate identity for 7, we find that ABA2CA—ACA2BA vanishes for every
B and C in si. By the strong continuity of multiplication on bounded spheres of

88 and by the Kaplansky density theorem, we have that ABA2CA= ACA2BA for
every B and C in 88. We claim that A is in the closed two-sided ideal 70 generated
by abelian projections of 88. Indeed, for each t, in the spectrum Z of 3£ let -nr be
an irreducible representation of the type I algebra 88 on the Hubert space H(t)
such that the kernel of ttc is equal to [£] [7, p. 118]. Then it is easily seen that the
range projection of rrr(A) has dimension no greater than one. There is an abelian
projection Ez in 88 and a scalar ac^0 such that TT^(arE)= -nr(A) [5, §4]. Because
t, -> ||7rt(7?)|| is continuous on Z for each fixed B in 88 and because Z is extremely
disconnected, a compactness argument allows us to show that given any oO
there is an abelian projection Fin 38 and a positive central element C of 88 such
that ||7rc(C7r)-7r{(y4)|| <e for every t, eZ. This means that \CF— A\\ <e and therefore that A is in the closed two-sided ideal f in á? generated by the abelian projections. Because every ideal in si is a CCR algebra and because every nonzero
CCR algebra contains a nonzero closed two-sided ideal with Hausdorff structure,
we may find a nonzero closed two-sided ideal 7 in si with Hausdorff structure
space which is contained in Ia.
Let P he the central projection in 88 such that 88P is the weak closure of 7. We
show that <p(7io/to)= 7io9>(^o) for every B0 in 2£ and ^40 in 88P. Because 7 is weakly
dense in 38P and because <pis weakly continuous, it is sufficient to assume that A0
is in 7 +. We may also assume that B0 e S +. Let B0A0 have the spectral resolution
B0A0 = T, AnEn. There is a net {PJ of projections in ¿ZP that, converges strongly
to P and there is a net {B¡}in 7 such that BiPi = B0A0Pi and \\Bt\\Ú \\B0A0\\+1 for
every i (Lemma 4). Thus, given a normal functional g on 2£ and e>0, there is aj

such that i >j implies that
\g(cp(Bi)-B0cp(A0))\= IgivKTii-TVfo))! ^ (g(P-Pd\\g\\yl2\\Bi-B0A0\\

è «.
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However, the net {B¡} converges strongly to B0A0. This implies that
\g(cp(BoA0)-B0<p(Ao))\

^ e

because the composite function g-cp is weakly continuous on 38. Since g and e>0
are arbitrary, we have that cp(BoA0)= BQcp(A0).
Continuing to work with the ideal T, we show that

9(Ao(l-P))

= (l-P)<p(A0(l-P))

for every A0 in sé. Let A0 ese* and let F be the spectral projection of A0 in 38
which corresponds to the interval [e, +00) where e>0. We claim that there is no
nonzero central projection Q majorized by F such that FQ majorizes an infinite
set {Fn I 1 ^ n < 00} of mutually orthogonal abelian projections each with central
support Q. We argue this point by contradiction. Indeed suppose such a Q exists.
By Lemma 4 there is no loss of generality in the assumption that F„ e IQ for every
n= 1, 2,.... If £ is an element in the spectrum Z of 3£ which does not contain Q,
then T(£)= T/[£] is nonzero and hence isomorphic to the set C(TT) of all completely
continuous operators on the Hubert space TT [5, proof of Lemma 12]. We identify
T(£) with C(TT). Since 1(1) is a subalgebra of 33(t), there is an irreducible representation TTof 38(Q on a Hubert space K which contains H as a subspace invariant

under tt(I(Q) such that tt(^)x = ^x for every A eT(£) and xe TT[19, 4.7.20]. Let
E' be the projection of K on TT.Since I is an ideal in sé and since T(£) is irreducible
on TT, the space TT is invariant under Tr(sé(C¡). This means that Tr(sé(t,))E' is
irreducible on TT; and therefore, Tr(sé(Ç))E' = C(H) because sé is CCR. In particular, we have that tt(A0(0)E' e C(H). On the other hand, no F„(£) is zero and
hence {7r(Fn(£))F'} is an infinite sequence of nonzero projections on TT. Note that
these projections are mutually orthogonal. But for each n = 1, 2,... we have
TT(Fn(Í))TT(Ao(Í))TT(Fn(0)E' = 7r((F^0Fn)(£))F'

^ ETT(Fn(Q)E'.

This contradicts the fact that tt(A0(1))E' e C(H). Hence no such Q exists. So we
may find a net {F¡} of projections in 3fP which converge strongly to P such that
FFj e Tttfor every F¡. There is no loss of generality in the assumption that there is a
Bt e I such that \\Bt\\^ \\A0F\\ and BiPi = AQFP%(Lemma 4). For unit vectors x and
y in the range of Pt we have that

\(cp(Ao-B>)x,y)\
= U(Ao-Bv)x,y)\ è W04oF-5,^)11 + \\cb(A0(l
-F))|¡ ^ e.
Therefore, we have that ||F¡<p(,40—Bt)\\ Sf and

(1)

\\(l-Pi)<p(Ao-Bi)-9(Ao-Bl)\\

â «.

Also we obtain that

(2) (1-Pdq>(A0-Bd = (P-Pl)<p((Ao-Bi)(P-Pd) + d -PiMiAo-B^l

-P)).

However, the nets {P —P¡} and {B¡}converge strongly to 0 and A0FP respectively.
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The latter is true because

\\(A0FP-B)x\\

Í \\(A0FP-B)(l-Pi)x\\

á \\(A0FP-Bi)\\ \\(P-P)x\\
for every vector x in the Hubert space. Since cpis a-weakly continuous and {7?¡}is

bounded, we have by (2) that
lim (((1 -P)cp(A0 - B) - cp(A0- B))x, y)

= (((1 -P)cp(A0(l -P))-cp(A0-A0FP))x,

y)

for every x and y in the Hubert space. But this implies that
|(((1 -P)cp(A0(\ -P))-cp(A0(\

-P)))x,

y)\

Ú |(((1 -P)<P(A0(1-P))~cp(A0(l -PF)))x, y)\
+ \(cp(A0P(l-F))x,y)\

(4)

ï hmsnp(\\(l-Pi)cP(Aû-Bi)-cp(A0-Bi)\\

+ \\A0(1-F)\\
by (1) and (3). Since x, y and e>0

\\x\\ \\y\\)

\\x\\ \\y\\ Ï2e\\x\\\\y\\
are arbitrary,

we obtain

cp(AQ(l—P)) =

(l-PM/lo(l-P))from(4).
We have completed the first step of the proof and we now construct the required
composition series. Let si be a CCR algebra, let 88 he the enveloping von Neumann
algebra of si, and let 99be the unique extension to a a-weakly continuous linear
function of 88 into its center S of the restriction to si of the function </>
in the unit
sphere of 88~. Let {P¡ | Oáz'<z0} be a set of projections in 2£ indexed by the

ordinals such that

(0 ^o=0;
(ii) Pi<Pi

+ 1 (i<i0);

(iii) lub {Pt I i<j}=Pj

if j is a limit ordinal with júi0; and

(iv) 38(PiJrX—P) is the weak closure of a closed two-sided ideal in si(\— P)
which is generated by elements in si(\ —P) which are contained in the ideal
7a(l —P) and which has Hausdorff structure space. Here Ia is the ideal of 88
generated by the abelian projections of 88.

Let 7j be the closed two-sided ideal given by It = {A esi \ A(\ —P)} = 0. We
claim that the weak closure of 7¡ is 88P¡. Otherwise, let z be the smallest ordinal
such that 7¡ is not weakly dense in 88P¡. By (iv) we conclude that i> 1. If i is a limit
ordinal, then the weak closure of 7¡ contains the weak closure of \J {I¡\ k<i}
which is equal to 88Pi and hence the weak closure of 7¡ is 88PX.If i is the successor
of the ordinal j, then we show that A e 88P+ is in the weak closure of It. Let {An}
he a net of hermitian elements in the sphere of si(\—P)
of radius \A\ about 0
such that AnPi = An for every n and MmAn = A(\— P) strongly ((iv) and [13]).
Let {Bn} be a bounded net of hermitian elements in si with Bn(l—P) = An for
every n. Note that every Bn is in 7t. Passing to a subnet if necessary, we may assume
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that {T?„}converges weakly to an element B in á?F¡. We have that (A —B) is the
weak limit of elements in I¡ since (A —B)(l —F,) = 0. Thus A is the weak limit of a
net in T¡.This is a contradiction. So the weak closure of F. is 38Pi for all i. By Lemma
2 every continuous linear functional on sé(l —F¡) has a unique extension to a
cr-weakly continuous functional on 33(1 —Pi). Because sé(l —F¡) is isomorphic to
sé/Ii, the algebra sé(l—Pt) is CCR. We may therefore assume that F¡=1 by the
principle of transfinite induction.
Now we show that cp(B0A0Pi)= Bocp(AoPi)and <p(,40(l-F,)) = (l -Ff)<p040(l -F,))
for every A0 e 38, B0 e 3?, and every i. On the contrary, let i be the smallest ordinal
for which these inequalities fail for some A0 or B0. By relation (iv) and the weak
continuity of <pit is obvious that i"must be the successor of an ordinal j. Let P
= \—Pj and let Pep be the cr-weakly continuous linear function of 33P into 3£P
given by Pcp(B)=Pcp(B) for every Be38P. The restriction of F 9 to séP is equal
to the restriction of </>to séP because <p(AP)=Pi/j(A)=PcP(A)=Pcp(AP)+P<p(APj)
= (Pcp)(AP) for every A in sé. We notice that \\>restricted to S8P is a functional
in 38P~. By the analysis contained in the first part of the proof we have that

Pcp(BAPi) = Bcp(APi)and P-<p(A(l-P¡)) = (1 -Pi)cp(A(l -F4)) for every A e 38P and
B e 3tP. Then we have that
<p(BoAoPi) = cp(BoA0Pi)+ cp(BoAo(Pi-Pi))

= B0cp(AoP,)+P<p(BoAo(Pt-P,))

= BoV(AoP,)+ BoP<p(A0(Pi-Pj))
= Bo<p(A0Pi)+ Bocp(Ao(Pi-Pi))
= B0<p(A0Pi)

and

cp(A0(l-Pi)) = cp^oO-F.Xl-F,))
= PqiAod-PdP)

= (l-Pi)9(A0(l-Pi))-

This contradicts the choice of 1. So we have that cp(BoA0Pi)=:B0cp(AoPi) for all
A0 e38, B0 e 3?, and all i. Because F¡0 = 1, we have that cp(B0A0)= B0cp(Ao)for all
A0e& and B0 in 2£. Q.E.D.
Proof of (a2) implies (a3). By hypothesis the restriction map of elements of
38~ to sé is a continuous map of 38~ with the ow(33~, ^-topology
onto sé~ with
the ow(sé~,sé)-topolo%y.
This map takes £f(3$~) onto £P(sé~). Since V(38~) is

compact, so is 3f(sé~).

Q.E.D.

The following lemma is used in the next step of the proof.
Lemma 1. If sé is a GCR algebra that is not a CCR algebra, then there is a net
{cpn}of extreme points of 3f(38S) that converges in the au(38~, 38)-topology
functional cpe £f(38~) whose restriction to sé is not in sé~.

to a

Proof. Because sé is a GCR algebra which is not CCR, there is an AQ in sé +
and an irreducible representation -n of sé on a Hubert space TTsuch that n(A0) is
not in the set of completely continuous operators C(TT) of TT.Setting H0 equal to
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the canonical Hubert space of 88, we may find a minimal projection 7s" in the
commutant of 88 on 770 such that E'(H0) = H, the algebra ¿8E' is the algebra of
all bounded linear operators on 77, and rr(A)x = Ax for every A in si (cf. remarks,
beginning of §2). If P is the central support of E', then P is a minimal projection of
the center of 88 and <S>(B)
= BE' is a a-weakly continuous isomorphism of 88P onto

88E' [2,1, §4, Theorem 2, Corollary 1]. There is a state / of 88E' such that/04o7i")
# 0 and /(y4) = 0 for all A e C(H). There is a net {xn} of unit vectors of H such that
{h^J converges to / in the w*-topology of 38* [5, Theorem 2]. Then let cpn(A)
= Pwx (A) for all A e38 and all n and let cp(A)=Pf(A). It is easy to see that each
module homomorphism cpnis a-weakly continuous and ^-irreducible, and takes 1
into P, therefore, each cpnis an extreme point of £f(88„) and {cpn}converges to <pin
the ou(88„, ^-topology.
There is, however, no </<in 88„ such that <f>(Ä)
= <p(Ä)for
every A in si. Otherwise, we have P>fi(A)= Pcp(A) = cp(A)= t/j(A) for every A in si
and thus Ptf>= >/>.Because si is GCR, there is an ideal 7 in si such that IE' = C(H).

This means that <A(7)
= (0) and that Pf(Ao) = >j>(Ao)
= i/i(A0P)= 0 since C(77) is
a-weakly dense in 88E' and since <I>_1is a-weakly continuous [2,1, §4, Theorem 2,
Corollary 1]. This is a contradiction. Therefore, there is no ^eJ.
such that

i/i(A)= cp(A)for every A in si.

Q.E.D.

Proof of (a3) implies (al). We first assume that si is not a GCR algebra and
obtain a contradiction. If si is not GCR, then there is a nonzero projection P in
the center of 38 such that 88P is a continuous von Neumann algebra. It is clear
that P£r°(si~) = {cpe 6f(si~) | (1 —P)cp= 0} is a nonzero compact convex subset of
£f(si~) in the aw(si~, si)-topo\ogy. Let cpbe a nonzero extreme point of P8r°(si~).
Considering <pa functional in (P88)„, we see that <pis, by the result of E. Stornier
[24] cited in the preliminaries, a ^-irreducible functional in (88P)„. This contradicts the conclusion of Proposition 5. Therefore, si must be a GCR algebra. Now

we may apply Lemma 7 to prove that si is CCR. Q.E.D.
Proof of (a3) implies (a4). We may assume that si is a CCR algebra because (a3)
is equivalent to (al). Let {Bn}be a net of positive elements in the unit sphere of the
center 2£ of 38 and let {Fn} he a net of abelian projections in 88 such that the net
{BnTFn(A)}(cf. remarks preceding Proposition 5) converges uniformly to cp(A) for
each A in si. By hypothesis the function cp has a unique extension to a positive
function in the unit sphere of 88'„. We call this extension cp. We show that cp is a
^-irreducible functional. Let A0 he a positive element in the ideal Ia generated by

the abelian projections

of the type I algebra 88 such that A0 has the spectral

resolution A0= Ji AiEt with {£ {At | 1 fkifkm}}bounded and <p(A)= Ji AtTE.(A)for
every A in 38. It is sufficient to show that ^2 = 0. Indeed, we^then have that cp(A)

= A1tEi(A) and the proof of Theorem 9 [10] is applicable. We may find a set
{Pi | Oáz'^z'o} of projections in 2£ indexed
(i)-(iv) of the proof of (al) implies (a2) are
such that /427\#0. Then it is obvious that
j. Now there is a nonzero central projection

by the ordinals such that properties
satisfied. Let i he the smallest ordinal
i must be the successor of an ordinal
P majorized by Px—Pj such that
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(1) A2P^eP for some e>0 and

(2) there are elements U, in sé such that Ui*UiP=EiP and {/i(7i*F^F1F for
i'=l,2,...
(Lemma 4 and [2, III, §3, Lemma 1]).
Let £ be an element of the spectrum of 3? such that F~(£) = 1 and such that
{I{An(0\
l^n^w}}
converges to (I AX(0Since {J,{AnP\ lánám}}
converges strongly to 2 AnP, such a choice is possible. There is an irreducible repre-

sentation TTof 38 on a Hubert space H(tt) such that the kernel of tt is [£] [7, p. 118].
Since every abelian projection of 38 whose central support is not in £ is carried
into a 1-dimensional projection on TT(7r),there is a net {yn} of vectors in TT(tt)
such that TFn(A)~(Q = wyri(ir(A)) for every A in 38. There is also a sequence of
vectors {xn} in the unit sphere of TT(7r)such that TEn(A)^(£) = wXn(Tr(A))for every
A in 38. Now if E0 is the sum of the sequence {tt(Eu)} of orthogonal projections on
TT(7t),we must have that the set C(E0(H(tt))) of completely continuous operators on
E0(H(tt)) is contained in the image of sé. The existence of the matrix units tt(Uj*Uí)
(i,j=l, 2,...) for an orthonormal basis of E0(H(tt)) in the image of sé insures

this. But we have that

lim B~(l)wEoVn(TT(A))
= lim /C(£KX¿))
= lim (BnTFn(A)r(0 = (2 AnrBn(A)p(0

= 2 A:(Í)rEn(AT(t) = 2 A:(t)wXn(TT(A))
for every A in sé such that tt(A) e C(Eo(H(tt))). There is a vector x in E0(H) such
that wx(A) = 2 A^(l)wXn(A) for every A e C(E0(H(tt))) since every w*-limit of vector
states on C(F0(TT(7r)))is proportional to a vector state [5, Theorem 2]. This means
that Ai(t)wXl is proportional to A2(QwX2 on C(E0(H(tt))). Since A2(C)¥0, we have
that F2(£)t¿0 by the definition of the spectral resolution for A0 and hence x2^0.
This is impossible since AX^A2, E^E2,
and F1F2 = 0. Therefore, we must con-

clude that A2= 0. Q.E.D.
The last step of the proof requires this lemma.
Lemma 8. Let sé be a C*-algebra and let 38 be the enveloping von Neumann
algebra of sé. If sé is not a GCR algebra, then there exists a net {cpn}of 3£-extreme
points in ■9'(38S) that converge in the ou(38„, sé)-topology

to a functional

cpe 3f(38„)

which is not 3?-irreducible.
Proof. Because sé is not a GCR algebra, there is a nonzero irreducible representation it of sé on the Hubert space TTsuch that the intersection of ir(sé) with
the set C(TT) of completely continuous operators on TT is (0) [20], There is a
minimal projection E' in the commutant of 38 on its canonical Hubert space HQ
such that H=E'(H0) and tt(A) = AE' for every A esé. Because F' is minimal, the
central support F of E' is a minimal projection in the center of 38. Let xx and
x2 be orthogonal unit vectors in TT.The functionals cii(A) = wx¡(A)P (i= 1, 2; A e 38)
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are in 8f(88S); and hence, <p= (</i1
+ <fi2)/2is in £f(88„). It is clear that cp is not
.Sf-irreducible. Using Glimm's theorem [5, Theorem 2] again, we can find a net
{yn} of unit vectors in 77 such that {wVn(A)}converges to (wXl(A) + wX2(A))/2 for
every A e si. Setting cpn(A)= wVn(A)P, we obtain a net {cpn}of ^-extreme
points
in 8f(88S) which converges to cpin the au(JL, ¿/)-topology.
Q.E.D.
Proof of (a5) implies (al). From Lemma 8 we see that si must be a GCR
algebra. Now by Lemma 7, if si is not CCR, then there is a net {cpn}of .áT-extreme
points of ¥(88'_) which converge in the au(88~, á?)-topology to an element
cpe £r°(88~) such that the restriction of q>to si is not in si~. Hence si is a CCR

algebra. Q.E.D.
Let J1 be a von Neumann algebra with center 2£ and let si he a subset of 3Í.
Let (si} denote the set of all elements of 88 of the form 2 AtRi, where {At} is a
bounded subset of si and {7?J is a set of mutually orthogonal projections in J? of
sum 1. Notice that (si} is closed if si is a closed ^-submodule of á?. Indeed, let
{An} he a sequence in (si} which converges uniformly to si. For every £ in the
complement of a nowhere dense set Nn of the spectrum Z of J we have that
,4n(£) g si(t). Thus /i(£) g si(t) for every £ <£(J Nn which is nowhere dense. So
there is a net {7?¡}of mutually orthogonal projections in 2£ of sum 1 such that
A(t) esi(t) whenever Rf(t)= 1 for at least one 7?¡. Thus ^47^ is the uniform limit
of elements of si since si is a closed ^-submodule. This proves (si} is closed.

Also notice that closure (si> is a submodule of 88 provided si' is a linear subspace

of 88. Indeed, let A e si, let B e 2£, and let e > 0. There is a set {Pt} of mutually
orthogonal projections {P/} of sum 1 in 3£ such that for each P¡ there is a scalar a¡

with \\(ai-B)Pl\\<e. Then 2 MP¡ e <•<> and ||A4-2 <MP,||<*|M||. So 75/1g
closure (si}. Then it is clear that closure (si} is a ^-module.
Corollary.
LeZ si be a CCR algebra; let 88 be the enveloping von Neumann
algebra of si ; and let Ia be the ideal generated by the abelian projections of 38; then
(Ia} = closure (si}.

Proof. Let Z be the spectrum of the center 2£ of 88. We first show that for every

Ae88, the function
t,^Pr(A)

= g\b{\\A + B+C\\ |7íg<70>,Cg[£]}

is continuous on Z. Given e ^ 0 it is sufficient to show that set X= {t, e Z | pr(A) < e}
is open and the set Y={t, eZ | piA)^e} is closed. In the former we may assume
e>0; then the continuity of t. -> ||7?(£)| on Z for fixed Be88 permits us to conclude that X is open. In the latter let {t,n}he a net in Y which converges to t,0. Let
{Qi} he a maximal set of nonzero orthogonal projections in 2£ such that for each
i there is at least one ÇB(with Q~(t,n) = 1• If 2 Qi —öo, then we have that
Ôo"(£o)=i; otherwise, we would find that {Q¡} is not maximal. Given a natural
number m there is an At e (Ia} such that

¡(A+AiXUM <e+m-x.
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This means there is a nonzero
ß^(£ni)=land

central projection

Q'ni majorized

by Qn. with

IKA-AJQ'J < E+ m~x.
So 2 A¡Q'n¡e <Ta>and thus

1(^-2 ^e;,)(£o)[|
s «msupI(a~2^ô;,)(UI
^ E + m~x.

Since m is arbitrary, we have £0 e Y. Thus Y is closed. This proves that £ -^pK(A)
is continuous on Z for every ^ eâ?. Let p(A) be the unique element in 3f+ such

that p(AT(t) =p¿A) for every £ e Z. We then have that p(A + B)^p(A) +p(B) and
p(CB)=\C\p(B) for every A, Be38 and Ce 3?. Indeed, we have that p¿A+B)
Sp¿A)+pr(B) and />C(CT?)=|C~(£)|A(5) for every £ e Z.
We have that every A in Ia is contained in closure {.sé}. Let {F( | 1 ^i^i0} be
the projections satisfying (i)-(iv) of (al) implies (a2). Then it is enough to prove
that A(Pi + i-Pi)eclosure
(sé) for every 0^i^i'o. But B(Pi + i-Pt) is the weak
closure of an ideal in sé(\ —F¡) which is contained in Ta(l —F¡) and thus by Lemma
4 there is a net {Q¡} of projections in 3f(Pi +1—P¡) such that lim ßi=Fi +1—pi
strongly and AQ^eséQf. But if {Rk} is a maximal net of mutually orthogonal
nonzero projections in 3f(Pi + i—Pt) with ARkeséRk, then it is clear that 2 Ffc
=F( + 1—F¡. Thus A(Pi + i— Pi) e closure (sé} and Tacclosure <«aO.
Now suppose there is an A0esé —<[Iay. We have that p(Ao)¥=0. Indeed, if
p(AQ)= 0, then given e>0 there is a set Ru ..., Rn of orthogonal central projections and a set Au ..., An of elements of <Ta> such that ||2 RiA¡ —A0\\ <e by a
compactness argument and so A0 e closure <Ta>= <Ta>. Now let H(3f) be the hermitian elements in 3? and let M be the TT(.SQ-submodule of 33 generated by <T„>

and A0-The relation <p(B+CA0)= Cp(A0) for B e </>, C e H(3f) defines an H(3f)module homomorphism

of M into H(3f) with cp(B)-¿p(B) for all Be M. There is

an TT(JO-module homomorphism </>
of 38 into H(3?) such that <p(B)^/>(Ä) for all
ße« and ip(B)= cp(B)for all Be AT [18], [25], [28]. Then 6(B)= >/>(B)-iib(iB)
defines a iF-module homomorphism of 38 into 2£ such that \Q(B)\ úp(B) for all
ßef
and 9(A0)¥'0. But now it is clear that de33~. By Theorem 6 there is a
0' ef.
such that d'(A)=8(A) for every ie^!
Let i be the smallest ordinal such
that Pid'(A)¥=0 for some A in .s/. Then i"must be the successor of an ordinal j due
to (iii). By (iv) and the Kaplansky density theorem [13] there is a bounded net
{An} in sé such that An(\-P¡)ela
and lim An(\-Pj) = A(Pi-Pj).
Therefore, we

have

Ptd'(A) = lim ff<iPt-P,)An) = lim (Pt-PfWAJ

= 0

since 6 vanishes on T„. Thus we have that 0' = O. This contradicts the fact that
A0esé and 0'(/lo)#O. Thus, we have proved that <T0>=>ja£Hence we have that

<Ta>= closure <.<>.

Q.E.D.
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of a GCR algebra.

Theorem 9. Let si be a C*-algebra. The following are equivalent:
(bl) si is a GCR algebra; and
(b2) the set of 21'-irreducible functionals in 8f(si~) is closed in the au(si~,
topology on &?(si~).

si)-

Proof. The proof of (bl) implies (b2) is virtually the same as the proof of (a3)

implies (a4) while the proof of (b2) implies (bl) follows from Lemma 8. Q.E.D.
Let si he a C*-algebra and let 7 be a closed two-sided ideal in si~. A functional
cpe £/?(si~) is said to be .ST-irreducible on the ideal 7 if there is a ^T-irreducible
functional >pe £f(si~) such that cp(A)= i/j(A) for every A el.
A characterization of an NGCR algebra is now obtainable.
Theorem 10. Let si be a C*-algebra. The following are equivalent:

(1) si is an NGCR algebra;
(2) si contains no nonzero closed two-sided ideal I such that every net {cpn}in
£f(si~) has a limit point in £f(si~) in the aw(si~, I)-topology; and
(3) si contains no nonzero closed two-sided ideal such that the set of 3?-irreducible
functionals on I in £r°(si~) is closed in the au(si~, I)-topology.

Proof. Let 7 be a nonzero closed two-sided ideal in si and let P he the projection
in the center of the enveloping von Neumann algebra 88 of si such that 88P is the
weak closure of 7. We claim that @P may be identified with the enveloping von
Neumann algebra of 7. Indeed, there is a projection Q in the center of the enveloping von Neumann algebra ^ of 7 such that ^Qis isomorphic to 88P under a map

O such that Q>(AQ)= A for every A el. Now let {A¡}he a net in 7such that {A¡Q}
converges to 0 in the a-weak topology of c€. Let/be a a-weakly continuous functional in <€.The restriction g of/to 7 is continuous on 7 and so there is a unique
a-weakly continuous functional h on 88P such that h(A)=g(A) for every A esi.

Thus we have that

Urnf(A) = limg^O = lim h(A) = lim n-0(^0

=0

since O is a-weakly continuous on ^Q [2,1, §4, Theorem 2, Corollary 1]. Therefore,
we must have that Q=\ and that <1>is an isomorphism of %>onto 88P. Now let
P-¥(si~)
= {Pcp | cpe Sf(si~)}. Then the map xY(cp)= cp \ I is a one-one map of
P-8f(si~)
onto 8f(I~),
which is bicontinuous
in the aw(si~, 7)-topology
(resp. cpv(si~, 7)-topology)ofP-y(ja/~)and
thea^",
7)-topology (resp. au(7~, 7)topology) of I~. But every net {cpn}in y(si~)
has a limit point in Sf(si~) in the
vw(¿^~, 7)-topology if and only if P-£f(si~)
is compact in the ow(si~, 7)-topology;
and the set of J^-irreducible functionals on 7 in Sre(si~) is closed in the au(si~, I)topology if and only if the set of ^-irreducible functionals in Pif(si~)
is closed
in the au(s/~, 7)-topology. The theorem now follows from Theorems 6 and 9.

Q.E.D.
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